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Big Form — Small Grain
Constellations and Aggregations for Future Living
In the first phase of the semester project we are investigating existing
housing projects in view of their performative qualities and typological
configurations. Divided into 4 categories (slab, cluster, table, terrace)
the relationship between s and xl, between the parts and the whole is
analyzed through specific observations based on references from the
past as well as from the contemporary context. While the emphasis is
put on how apartment units are specificly designed for certain users,
how the units are assembled and how the whole complex creates an
urban form within a given context we should already project how far
these aspects can be translated to the semester project.
As we also would like to reflect the standardization of architectural
production our attention will also be directed towards the building
details. How do certain elements create a specific quality (openness,
flexibility, aesthetic quality, etc.)? How is the building detail related to
specific life-styles or modes of everyday live? How can we achieve
low-cost construction while still creating a ‘plus’, something that goes
beyond the banal or the trivial? How do certain detail solutions lead to
a kind of de-standardization of housing production?
The main goal of the research phase is to create narratives for the
existing that would then inform and inspire the design process.
Besides the common tools of research and analysis (descriptive texts,
image documentation, drawings and diagrams illustrating the design
ideas) we would also like to experiment with more poetic or lyrical
types of re-descriptions in text and model. Even though the research
part forms an independent work, it serves also as the starting point of
a design process that will continuously establish a dialogue between
the findings of the research exercise.
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HAND OUT
OCTOBER 19, 2pm
A606
- Assignment
- Reference project
- Templates
DESK-CRITS
OCTOBER 26
- Determination of the specific features and the conceptual model
RESEARCH PRESENTATION
DECEMBER 2 — 2pm, Halle 7 (to be confirmed)
HAND-IN
- Typological analysis according to the templates
- Conceptual model (scale and techninque determined during the desk-crits)
ASSIGNMENT
Investigate the selected reference project according to the research categories
(see following page). The descriptive text of the research should be accompanied by
additional drawings, diagrams and images. Axonometric drawings of the reference
project have to be eleaborated according to the given templates.
ADDITIONAL COMMENT
The excercise is understood as applied research for the design project and should
be based on specific observations creating a narrative for the project. The narrative
serves as a starting point and dialogue for the design process and should therefor
already focus on the elements that will be elaborated in detail for the semester
project.
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Research on the reference projects will follow 4 categories:
context—units/users—features—configuration/aggregation
For each category InDesign A2 templates are provided that
address the important questions for each topic.
CONTEXTUAL/HISTORIC
With the contextual research the historic as well as the
physical context is investigated. It includes the evolution
of the given reference, the (social, political, economic)
conditions under which it was developed, but also the
immediate context where it is placed.
UNITS/USERS
The research on the units/users serves for an investigation
on the living models behind the given spaces. What kind of
profiles fit within these standards? What is the relationship
between private and collective?
FEATURES
Under this rubrique specific elements will be analyzed
regardaring their performative qualities. Which elements
determine the characteristics of the project and give them
extra qualities beyond the ordinary standard?
CONFIGURATION/AGGREGATION
With the help of axonometric drawings the composition
of the parts and the whole is shown. While configuration
addresses the internal spatial and programmatic
constellation, aggregation referes to the overall context an
the performanace of the project with a given public space.

